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DECLARATION OF DAVID HUFFMAN IN SUPPORT OF STORIX, INC.’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF MOT. FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
CASE NO. 14-CV-1873 H (BLM) 
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Paul A. Tyrell (Bar No. 193798) 
E-mail: paul.tyrell@procopio.com 
Sean M. Sullivan (Bar No. 254372) 
E-mail: sean.sullivan@procopio.com 
PROCOPIO, CORY, HARGREAVES & 

SAVITCH LLP 
525 B Street, Suite 2200 
San Diego, CA  92101 
Telephone: 619.238.1900 
Facsimile: 619.235.0398 

Attorneys for Defendant/Counterclaimant 
Storix, Inc., a California corporation 

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
 

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
 

ANTHONY JOHNSON, an individual, 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

STORIX, INC., a California corporation, 

Defendant. 
 

 Case No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM) 
 
DECLARATION OF DAVID 
HUFFMAN IN SUPPORT OF 
STORIX, INC.’S REPLY IN 
SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR 
PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
 
 
Courtroom: 15A (15th Floor - 

Carter/Keep) 
Judge:     Hon. Marilyn L. Huff 
Magistrate:  Hon. Barbara L. Major 
Complaint Filed: August 8, 2014 
Trial Date:   December 8, 2015 
 
Hearing Date:  October 30, 2015 
Hearing Time: 10:30 AM 

STORIX, INC., a California corporation, 

 Counterclaimant, 

v. 

ANTHONY JOHNSON, an individual, 
 Counterdefendant. 
 

 

I, David Huffman declare: 

1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and am the President and CEO of 

Defendant and Counterclaimant Storix, Inc. (“Storix”).  I submit this Declaration in 

support of Storix’s Reply in Support of its Motion for Preliminary Injunction.    

2. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth below, with the 

exception of those matters stated on information and belief, and as to those matters, I 
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believe them to be true.  If called as a witness, I could and would testify to the truth 

thereof under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States.  

3. On September 26, 2015, Plaintiff and Counterdefendant Anthony 

Johnson (“Johnson”) sent an e-mail titled “Buckle up Boys!” to me and other current 

and former members of Storix management.  A copy of this e-mail was previously 

provided in support of Storix’s motion for preliminary injunction and another copy is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A for the convenience of the Court. 

4. On October 6, 2015, Johnson sent the promised “announcement letter” to 

Storix’s customers, claiming that Johnson had already prevailed on his infringement 

claim, demanding that such customers cease payment to Storix, and notifying them 

that Storix would no longer be able to provide customer support.  A true and correct 

copy of the e-mail disseminated by Johnson on October 6, 2015 is attached hereto as 

Exhibit B.    

5. That same day, I was contacted by a Storix customer after he received a 

copy of Johnson’s “announcement letter” email and forwarded it to Storix employee 

Brian Bonert.  A true and correct copy of this e-mail (with the customer’s information 

redacted) is attached hereto as Exhibit C.  

6. On October 7, 2015 Johnson sent a message to former Storix employee 

David Kinney in which Johnson again states that his goal is to force Storix and its 

employees and their families to lose their homes.  A true and correct print out of 

Johnson’s October 7, 2015 message to Mr. Kinney is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 

7. On October 8, 2015 I was contacted by another Storix client informing 

me that its corporate legal counsel may have a few questions in regards to the 

“announcement letter.”  A true and correct print out of this correspondence (with 

customer information redacted) is attached hereto as Exhibit E.    

/// 

/// 

/// 
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1 8. On October 12, 2015 I viewed Johnson's Linkedln profile and discovered 

2 he had posted additional defamatory statements in support of his "rights" to 

3 SBAdmin. A true and correct print out of Johnson's Linkedln profile as it appeared 

4 on October 12, 2015 is attached hereto as Exhibit F. 

5 9. As far as I am aware, no customer has yet decided to pull its business 

6 from Storix or follow Johnson's advice in response to his recent e-mails. The nature 

7 of Storix's business is such that impacts cannot be determined immediately, because 

8 customers renew their services with Storix annually and purchase additional licenses 

9 on irregular schedules. I am still concerned regarding the risk of damage to Storix's 

1 O reputation in the software development industry and the attendant loss of existing 

11 business and opportunities for new business. 

12 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States that th 

13 foregoing is true and correct. Executed this 23rd day of October, 2015 at San Diego, 

14 California. 
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EXHIBIT INDEX TO DECLARATION OF DAVID HUFFMAN IN 
SUPPORT OF STORIX, INC.’S REPLY IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION 

FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
                                                              Case No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM) 

 

EX. DESCRIPTION PAGE 

A E-mail from Anthony Johnson dated September 26, 2015  1-5 

B E-mail from Anthony Johnson dated October 6, 2015 6-7 

C E-mail from Storix customer to Brian Bonert dated October 

6, 2015 

8-11 

D Message from Anthony Johnson to David Kinney dated 

October 7, 2015 

12-14 

E Correspondence from Storix client dated October 8, 2015 15-16 

F Anthony Johnson’s LinkedIn profile as of October 12, 2015 17-21 
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From: Anthony Johnson <tlydiversd cr gmail.com> 
Date: September 26, 2015 at 6:54:16 AM PDT 
To: David Huffman <dhuffman@storix.com >. Rich Turner <rturner(storix.com >, Dave Kinney 
<dkinnev@storix.com>, David Smiljkovich <dsmiljkovich@storix.com > 
Cc: Brian Bonert <bbonert@storix.com >, Nydia Davenport <ndavenpottrstorix.com >, Rick 
Chatham crick xickchatham.com>, rhawkins@storix.com  
Subject: Buckle up boys! 

Hey, long time! 
I thought I'd go out on a limb and let you know what's coming your way. You have relentlessly 
striven to push my buttons, hoping I would finally crack and give up everything I worked toward 
for 30 years to a bunch of spineless, greedy, ungrateful bastards. You finally got the reaction 
you'vebeen waiting for. Even at the board meeting a week ago I tried to warn you, but you just 
went about your same old business of trying to kick me down. By now I hope you understand 
that I'm quite an expert at California Corporations code, and at shareholder oppression lawsuits. 
I've warned you before, but you never take me seriously. Really, when have I ever lied to you? 
Certainly now now. 

First of all, I have over a dozen indefensible allegations against you ranging from persistent 
mismanagement, wasteful spending, acting in self-preservation over the interests of the 
company, minority shareholder oppression, to downright fraud. Any one of which will likely 
result in your removal from the board. The rest will all but assure that YOU will be reimbursing 
the company ,for all its financial damages you've caused, including their payment to me for all of 
my financial damages. I've sat patiently as you kept throwing more at me, and now I have all the 
ammunition to strike back. Buckle up boys. 

I'm not bothering with having my attorney present you a letter. All I need right now is to address 
you, the board of directors, to let you know ofthe many acts of disloyalty to the company and 
breaches of fiduciary duty as defined in the California Codes of Corporate Governance. This 
servesas notice for the company to correct this wrong. But as I pointed out, the company making 
such a demand of its board, when the offending board members hold the majority, is futile. So 
that's one less hurdle I have to deal with. My attorney is a bit busy getting ready to humiliate you 
on thestand as you try to talk your way out of the stupid statements you made in depositions to 
try to discredit me. 

Oh, your last move was just brilliant! Filing another frivolous personal action against me, while 
hiding behind the company I created to shield you and pay for it, was perfect. The bylaws tyou 
created to keep me down actually force the company to indemnify me. There is no exception for 
directors. The company once again thanks you. There's no point in waiting any longer for you to 
completely ruin the company before your actions are brought to light. You will now be 
personally responsible for all the damagesyou've done to the company. Not to me, to the 
company. That means, when I win the very near copyright decision, which we all know I will, 
the company will be paying back all my legal expenses. And you will be paying the company 
back, for mine and its expenses. And soon, as you will see, your next move will decide if the 
company ever makes another dime. And for every debt the company gets into, guess who it's 
coming after for it? If you have about $1 M sitting around, this shouldn't worry you. I do. That 
60% stock I gave you served me well. What a shame you don't pay distributions anymore. You're 

A- i 
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each on your own and you can't hide behind your majority vote anymore. 

I never wanted to hurt the company or the innocent employees who's lives you've risked on this 
needless attack. I once offered you $730,000 to give up your stock and leave. Now I'm offering 
you nothing but to save yourself from the massive damages that will soon be your personal 
responsibility to defend. You can't vote yourself out of this, the law will not allowStorix to 
indemnify you in a derivative action, and Storix attorneys cannot represent you. So welcome to 
the world you created for me a year and a half ago. 

Here's your one option. Get the fuck out. Give your stock back to the company, resign your 
board seat, terminate your employment. Leave with just what you gave me. Only then your name 
will be removed from the derivativeaction, giving you some hope of keeping your homes and 
perhaps finding other jobs. But once this is filed, all options are off the table. The damages I will 
be granted in the copyright case will transfer from the company to YOU. 

It really only takes one of you to take this offer. The others will make up for your share. I'm 
happy to take on the rest, and I'll offer you all the courtesy and compromise you offered me. 
There will be no settlement once this case is filed. NO, NEVER, NOTHING (I think those were 
your words). This is the only way to save the jobs of the other employees, but thenyou don't 
really care about that do you? That's why I copied a couple ofthem on this email. They should be 
the first to know you've sacrificed them for your own personal greed. 

But let's not stop there. Customers and business partners are innocent bystanders too, and I bet 
they'd all be interested in the story here... As it turns out I am fully within my legal rights at this 
stage of the litigation to send this email to anyone I feel might be affected by your poor choices. I 
take some liberties of explaining a bit more than I need to, and you can certainly sue me (haha), 
but I first challenge you to find a single detail in there I cannot prove beyond doubt. You're going 
to see this in an announcement letter, and every message board I can get to. Good luck finding 
another job. Sure, get your lawyers to threaten me. It worked so good before! 

Dearest, 
Anthony Johnson 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
This letter is to inform you that you may be in possession of unauthorized and infringing copies 
of Storix System Backup Administrator (SBAdmin). I am the owner of the copyright and 
original author of the software,. havenever received any consideration for the license of the 
software and never transferred my rights to any other person or entity. 

As the owner of the software, I hold none of Storix customers or businesspartners accountable, 
and you may continue using the software, even if you received an infringing license after it was 
revoked. However, I must demand that you cease any further payment to Storix in relation to this 
software and refrain from downloading any further copies. 

A- 2 
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Also know that I have arrived at this final action only after exhausting all other possibilities. I 
cannot allow Storix management continue to tarnish the reputation of my software or attack me 
personally or financiallyany longer. 

I've been quite silent and patient until now, have never attempted to compete with Storix, not 
disparaged them in any way, nor attacked back against their relentless harassment. I'm sure it 
won't bode well for my own reputation, but now that I have no company, no job, no income, a 
career in the toilet, and 3 more years of software development I haven't the resources to even 
test, I'm ending my silence in a big way... 

I founded Storix in, Inc in 2003 to sell and support the software I had already been marketing 
since 1999. In 2011, I gave 60% of the stock in thecompany, at no cost or obligation, to 4 of my 
long-term employees when Iwas diagnosed with terminal cancer. I urged them to hire new 
programmers, and hoped they would continue the long tradition of adding new featuresand 
enhancements to the product. I also wanted to ensure they, as a group, would have the authority 
to conduct company business without me. Thoseloyal and trusted employees were: 

David Huffinan, President and CEO 
Richard Turner, Director of Software Development 
Manuel Altamirano, Director of Sales and Marketing 
David Kinney, Manager of Software Support 
David Smilkjovich, CFO* 

*Smilkjovich was a friend of Huffman's hired in 2012 as CFO, but no one knows what he does, 
since the company uses an outside firm to do all payroll and taxes. He nevertheless has led the 
fight you're about to hear about. 

Their incomes nearly tripled overnight, yet hired no new programmer and made little to no effort 
to continue enhancing the software except where necessary to support changes in the systems. I 
returned a couple of times during my leave to provide some enhancements to (as Turner put it) 
"keep customers paying for maintenance." After a very unlikely recovery, I returned full-time to 
the company in 2013, for less than 1/3 my former salaryalone, working alone for 9 months on 
major enhancements to the software to address known security vulnerabilities and increase the 
network security of the software to today's standards. After insisting that others assist in the final 
development and testing, I was harassed by these new company directors until I finally was 
forced to leave again in May, 2014. They were unaware that I had left parts of the project 
unfinished so as to educate others as they assisted in its completion. 

Knowing they would never complete the software without me, I continued the work at home, 
expecting we would eventually work out our differences. However, my new demand that I 
manage the software development was not one they were willing to accept, and they chose 
instead to challenge my copyright. Still, as a 40% shareholder and self-appointed board member, 
I was denied access to the premises, and financial information, while the new directors enacted 
new employment and shareholder agreements for themselves, and even amended the company 
bylaws to strengthen their majority while denying my rights. Then created new codes of conduct 
for 5-person board meetings that force me to attend meetings at the company's attorney's office 

A- 3 
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until they could force me into teleconferences. With the 3 minute limit permitted me, my 
participation, access and virtually any effort to helpthe company was futile. 

Now, you might ask, why would someone accept $IM work of stock from someone they worked 
for nearly a decade, who was dying of cancer, then risk anything and everything to keep that 
person just from returning to update the software they neglected, even though he successfully did 
so for 12 year while growing the company every year? Wouldn't that just mean they'd get even 
more money from their stock as the company continued to grow? Well, they wouldn't answer 
me, so if you find out, please let me know. 

So, back to the copyright issue. While we're still a few months from a ruling in the copyright 
case, the board of Storix has been unable to prove a single issue supporting their rights to 
ownership or continued license of my work. Technical experts on both sides of the case agree 
there isn'tmuch evidence to support any of Storix' claim to ownership. But they haven't given up, 
and they will not compromise. Because doing so would reveal their plot to force me out of the 
company and acquire my remaining shares. I had foolishly told the others that I suspected David 
Huffman was making such a play after I left the company. But I was wrong. First, it wasbeing 
planned 2 months before I left the company, while I was working 60hours a week on the 
software. And secondly, it wasn't just Huffman. I had just told his other 3 accomplices of the 
need to rid him from the company. Now they knew he wouldn't be leaving without them. 

So despite my many, many offers to resolve the matter without any furtherdamage to the 
company or the employees, they held firm. So they have dedicated themselves and all of the 
company's resources to destroying me personally and financially to protect their positions. 
They've even spend tens of thousands of dollars on a new Employee Storix Options plan as the 
company is in financial crisis. The goal, they say is an incentive to retain key employees. Yes, 
they are the key employees. This gives them the option of buying more shares at the price they 
set, devaluing mine to nothing. Or they could be telling the truth, in which case they're asking 
employees to invest in a company they know has no hope of repaying them, but will give them 
more money to fight me with. Good luck with that. 

I assure you, the security changes existed and have since been completed,and much more is still 
in the works. Storix directors were notified thatI was doing just that, even given details of my 
projects, but instead ofworking with me, filed new action against me for "intent to compete" or 
some such nonsense. This further effort to force me out of the copyright case backfired, resulting 
in a shareholder derivative action about to be filed against them on behalf of the company. Now 
they must decide whetherto walk away or risk personal responsibility for all the financial damage 
they've done. For Storix customers, business partners and employees, I hope they choose the 
former. But i wouldn't get my hopes up. 

I now sit on software I continued to work on throughout this ordeal, believing it would one day 
replace the mess they made. But I'm afraid too much time has passed. Not one of the individuals 
will give up their job or their board seat for the sake of the company. So by the time the 
copyrightsuit is settled, the company will be in grave jeopardy, but they will still have their 
control, and will most certainly drain the company dry before giving that up. 

A- 4 
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I cannot fully express my heartfelt apology for the devastation this has caused so many people. 
But I have to admit that I've had so much taken from me that I'm not willing to let any of these 
greedy, ungrateful bastards make another dime from my work. I hope the company, its 
employees and business partners do not have to suffer the same fate. 

Regards, 

Anthony Johnson 
Founder of Storix, Inc 
Former President/CEO of Storix, Inc 
Author and Owner of Storix Backuop Administrator (SBAdmin) 

A- 5 
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From: 	 Anthony Johnson <flydiversd@gmail.com > 
Sent: 	 Tuesday, October 06, 2015 4:10 PM 

To: 	 flydiversd+storix@gmail.com  

Subject: 	 Notice of Copyright Infringement by Storix, Inc. 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

This letter is to inform you that you may be in possession of unauthorized and infringing copies of Storix System Backup 

Administrator (SBAdmin). I am the author of the software, which is protected by US Copyright Registration No. 

TXu000988741, and expert testimony in the US Southern California District Court case No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM) has 

indisputably determined that I am the owner, have never transferred, nor received any consideration for its license by 
Storix. 

I hold none of Storix customers or business partners accountable, and you may continue using the current software, 

even if you received an infringing license after it was revoked. However, I must demand that you cease any further 
payment to Storix in relation to this software and refrain from downloading any further copies. 

I founded Storix in, Inc in 2003 to sell and support the software I had already been marketing since 1999. In 2011 I was 

diagnosed with terminal cancer and gifted 60% of the company shares to long term employees before taking my medical 

leave. Those shareholders then elected themselves as directors and officers of the corporation: 

David Huffman, President and CEO 

Richard Turner, Director of Software Development Manuel Altamirano, Director of Sales and Marketing David Kinney, 
Director of Software Support 

No new programmers were hired, and the software has now seen little change in over 4 years. After an unlikely 

recovery, I returned to the company full time in 2013 to continue development of the software, working alone for 9 

months on major enhancements to address known security vulnerabilities and increase the network security. After 

requesting that others assist in the final development and testing, I was harassed by my former employees until I left in 
May, 2014. 

After exhausting every effort to negotiate, the board was notified that I would assert my rights to the software if not 

given a position of control over its development. Instead, they chose to challenge my copyright. Using my remaining 40% 

stock, I took control of 2 board seats, but not before a 5th seat was added and occupied by David Smilkjovich, the new 

CEO and personal friend of Mr. Huffman. Every effort since to save the company, its employees and customers from the 
damages of this litigation has failed in a 3/2 vote. 

As Storix has been well aware since my departure, I continued development of the software, believing we would 

eventually work out our differences. I made no effort to disparage or compete with Storix in any way. Yet, as a decision 
in the copyright case grew near, they filed new action against me for unfair competition and breach of duty as a 
company director (San Diego County Superior Court No. 

37-2017-00028262-CU-BT-CTL). After I warned them in advance of this very notice, they requested, and were denied, a 
motion for temporary restraining order (San Diego US District Court Court No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM)). 

Although a plaintiff in the copyright case, I'm also a 40% shareholder and a director of the company, and am obligated to 

do everything possible to put an end to this nonsense before the company is lost. I would have preferred the customers 

and employees remain unaware of this needless battle, but the actions taken by these individuals to protect their 

majority positions have resulted in the company becoming unprofitable for the first time in its history. They will accept 
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no personal responsibility or compromise, and are now turning to a new employee stock incentive program to cover 

their losses. This nonsense cannot continue. 

The security enhancements to the software have been completed, along with much more. Unfortunately, far too much 

damage has been done to me personally and financially to allow these greedy individuals to profit from my work any 

longer. Many of you I had worked with personally for many years, so it pains me to inform you that support for Storix 

SBAdmin will very likely end when a ruling is made on the copyright case at the end of the month. 

Whatever the eventual outcome, I sincerely hope to rebuild your trust as well as the thriving company and innovative 
product I once had. 

Best Regards, 

Anthony Johnson 

Author and Owner of Storix Backup Administrator Former President/CEO, Storix Inc. 
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-------- Forwarded Message -------- 
Subject:RE: Storix Inc. - Checking in on your SBAdmin License use 

Date:Tue, 6 Oct 2015 20:13:22 +0000 
From• 

To :Brian Bonert  <bbonert@,storix.com> 

Please see this email... 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Brian Bonert [mailto:bbonert@storix.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 8, 2015 10:09 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Storix Inc. - Checking in on your SBAdmin License use 

We like when there's no complaints! Have a great weekend and stay safe. 
I hope those storms don't cause any real damage. 

-Brian 

On 5/8/2015 8:08 AM, 	 wrote: 
> So far everything ¶s good nothing to complain. 

> Thanks for checking. 

> 	 Server Admin 

> 	 Direct Office Line 

> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Brian Bonert [mailto:bbonert@storix.com]  
> Sent: Friday, May 8, 2015 10:06 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: Storix Inc. - Checking in on your SBAdmin License use 

> I hope my email finds you well. I just wanted to take a moment and drop a very quick 
message to find out how things are going with your Storix SBAdmin licenses. Please let 
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I 	 I 	 I 

me or the support team know if you are running into any issues with the software, or need 
help in "tweaking" 
> the configuration in any way. 

> As you might have seen via our emails, we have started a series of "Training" Webinar 
sessions that we are recording and posting on our YouTube page. Here is a link to both 
the training sign-up page and our YouTube Channel: 

> 	Upcoming Events:  http://www.storix.com/sbadmin-support/training  
> 	YouTube Channel: 
>  https://www.youtube.com/user/StorixSoftware/videos  

> Please let me know if you need anything at all. 
> 

> 	-Brian 

> Brian J. Bonert 
> Manager, Business Development & Channel Partners Storix, Inc. 
> 9150 Chesapeake Dr. Suite 290 
> San Diego, CA 92123 
> Email:  bbonert@storix.com  
> Toll-Free: 877-786-7491 ext. 8003 
> Local: 619-543-0200 ext. 8003 
> Fax: 619-543-0203 
> Web: www.storix.com  

2 
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From: 	 Anthony Johnson <flydiversd@gmail.com > 

Sent: 	 Tuesday, October 06, 2015 4:10 PM 

To: 	 flydiversd+storix@gmail.com  

Subject: 	 Notice of Copyright Infringement by Storix, Inc. 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
This letter is to inform you that you may be in possession of unauthorized and infringing copies of Storix System Backup 

Administrator (SBAdmin). I am the author of the software, which is protected by US Copyright Registration No. 

TXu000988741, and expert testimony in the US Southern California District Court case No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM) has 

indisputably determined that I am the owner, have never transferred, nor received any consideration for its license by 

Storix. 

I hold none of Storix' customers or business partners accountable, and you may continue using the current software, 

even if you received an infringing license after it was revoked. However, I must demand that you cease any further 

payment to Storix in relation to this software and refrain from downloading any further copies. 

I founded Storix in, Inc in 2003 to sell and support the software I had already been marketing since 1999. In 2011 I was 

diagnosed with terminal cancer and gifted 60% of the company shares to long term employees before taking my medical 

leave. Those shareholders then elected themselves as directors and officers of the corporation: 

David Huffman, President and CEO 
Richard Turner, Director of Software Development Manuel Altamirano, Director of Sales and Marketing David Kinney, 

Director of Software Support 

No new programmers were hired, and the software has now seen little change in over 4 years. After an unlikely 

recovery, I returned to the company full time in 2013 to continue development of the software, working alone for 9 

months on major enhancements to address known security vulnerabilities and increase the network security. After 

requesting that others assist in the final development and testing, I was harassed by my former employees until I left in 

May, 2014. 

After exhausting every effort to negotiate, the board was notified that I would assert my rights to the software if not 
given a position of control over its development. Instead, they chose to challenge my copyright. Using my remaining 40% 

stock, I took control of 2 board seats, but not before a 5th seat was added and occupied by David Smilkjovich, the new 

CEO and personal friend of Mr. Huffman. Every effort since to save the company, its employees and customers from the 

damages of this litigation has failed in a 3/2 vote. 

As Storix has been well aware since my departure, I continued development of the software, believing we would 

eventually work out our differences. I made no effort to disparage or compete with Storix in any way. Yet, as a decision 

in the copyright case grew near, they filed new action against me for unfair competition and breach of duty as a 

company director (San Diego County Superior Court No. 

37-2017-00028262-CU-BT-CTL). After I warned them in advance of this very notice, they requested, and were denied, a 

motion for temporary restraining order (San Diego US District Court Court No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM)). 

Although a plaintiff in the copyright case, I'm also a 40% shareholder and a director of the company, and am obligated to 

do everything possible to put an end to this nonsense before the company is lost. I would have preferred the customers 

and employees remain unaware of this needless battle, but the actions taken by these individuals to protect their 

majority positions have resulted in the company becoming unprofitable for the first time in its history. They will accept 

P -4/n 
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no personal responsibility or compromise, and are now turning to a new employee stock incentive program to cover 

their losses. This nonsense cannot continue. 

The security enhancements to the software have been completed, along with much more. Unfortunately, far too much 

damage has been done to me personally and financially to allow these greedy individuals to profit from my work any 

longer. Many of you I had worked with personally for many years, so it pains me to inform you that support for Storix 

SBAdmin will very likely end when a ruling is made on the copyright case at the end of the month. 

Whatever the eventual outcome, I sincerely hope to rebuild your trust as well as the thriving company and innovative 

product I once had. 

Best Regards, 

Anthony Johnson 
Author and Owner of Storix Backup Administrator Former President/CEO, Storix Inc. 

.—t 
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From: Anthony Johnson <flydiversd(aD_gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Oct 7, 2015 at 5:36 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Buckle up boys! 
To: davekinney(a?hotmail.com  

David, 
After learning that you left Storix, I sent you a copy of this email from your Linkedin profile, but I see you've since changed it. I hope this 
now finds you before the process server does. My email to you and your buddies at Storix was sent out on 9/26, and the only reply was 
a motion for a temporary restraining order, which the judge summarily denied. She also denied an expedited filing, but allowed them to 
file a motion to be heard the same day as the MSJ. This sends the message that I'm unrestricted unless they should win in the MSJ, 
which they will not. 

As I mentioned, this was a last resort, but if I wait until Oct 30, the MSJ will be decided and Storix will close its doors (because I will 
NOT license the software to the company as long as any of you have any part of it). To try to avoid that, the only alternative is for you 
and everyone else to forfeit their shares and leave. Your shares will never pay you another dime, and since you've already left, it would 
have been good for you if you'd let me know that so I could have seized the company and released you from liability before it came to 
this. 

If (given about a 3% chance) that Storix should prevail in the MSJ, I can only expect you all to keep spending the massive amount of 
money I've given you to keep attacking me relentlessly. And since your buddies are now enacting a new stock options plan that gives 
them the right to issue themselves shares at no cost (for services rendered), they can dilute my share to nothing so they will be able to 
then spend all of the profits of the company attacking me just as you and they have for the last year and a half. Fortunately, the judge 
gave me this window to fight back before the MSJ to I can finally be rid of you and all of the others that have devoted your lives and the 
company's future to destroying mine. 

Below this email you'll find the email I sent to you, your conspirators, and some employees at Storix. It is followed by the email I sent to 
a large number of customers yesterday. Storix is today in a panic, their phones are ringing off the hook, and attorneys are gathering. 
Unfortunately, Procopio is notorious for dropping its clients as soon as they can't pay their bills, and as you may know, Storix has 
already spent all its money hiding behind their majority vote to try to prevent anyone from finding out what you've been doing to me. 
This will end Storix ability to bring in any more income from my work that they just keep using to attack me. 

But the derivative suit I promised, and no one took seriously, will be served to each of you likely on Friday. At that time you will all have 
to use YOUR money instead of MINE to defend yourselves against all of the damages you've done to the company, and the company 
will be paying all the legal costs by order of law, after which it recovers all of the financial damages you have all caused from you 
directly. Therefore, you won't be able to use the company attorneys or expect the company to pay the costs of your attacking me any 
further. 

If you'd let me know you left the company, maybe we could have worked something out that would have ended this, or at least released 
you from liability in this new case. But your cronies have just learned that their majority vote does them no good here, and now you're 
stuck in this with them (since it applies to present and past officers and directors who've made the decisions you have). Believe it or not, 
I don't hate any of you. I never wanted to hurt any of you, and I most certainly didn't want to hurt the company or the customers that 
I built for 17 years. But this is what it takes to get you all to stop attacking me and to stop trying to take my life's work away from me. It's 
not a joke, its never been a contest to me, but if it were, I have a royal flush and you're about to lose everything. Go ahead, call some 
more lawyers, they've served you so well. Call David Huffman so he can keep telling you how well everything is working out for you and 
you're destined to win, and how I'm running scared. Or call me and we'll see if there's a way to get you out of this before you lose your 
home. 

Anthony 
619-246-6549 

9/26/15: 

Hey, long time! 
I thought I'd go out on a limb and let you know what's coming your way. You have relentlessly striven to push my buttons, hoping I 
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would finally crack and give up everything I worked toward for 30 years to a bunch of spineless, greedy, ungrateful bastards. You finally 
got the reaction you'vebeen waiting for. Even at the board meeting a week ago I tried to warn you, but you just went about your same 
old business of trying to kick me down. By now I hope you understand that I'm quite an expert at California Corporations code, and at 
shareholder oppression lawsuits. I've warned you before, but you never take me seriously. Really, when have I ever lied to you? 
Certainly now now. 

First of all, I have over a dozen indefensible allegations against you ranging from persistent mismanagement, wasteful spending, acting 
in self-preservation over the interests of the company, minority shareholder oppression, to downright fraud. Any one of which will likely 
result in your removal from the board. The rest will all but assure that YOU will be reimbursing the company for all its financial damages 
you've caused, including their payment to me for all of my financial damages. I've sat patiently as you kept throwing more at me, and 
now I have all the ammunition to strike back. Buckle up boys. 

I'm not bothering with having my attorney present you a letter. All I need right now is to address you, the board of directors, to let you 
know ofthe many acts of disloyalty to the company and breaches of fiduciary duty as defined in the California Codes of Corporate 
Governance. This servesas notice for the company to correct this wrong. But as I pointed out, the company making such a demand of 
its board, when the offending board members hold the majority, is futile. So that's one less hurdle I have to deal with. My attorney is a 
bit busy getting ready to humiliate you on thestand as you try to talk your way out of the stupid statements you made in depositions to 
try to discredit me. 

Oh, your last move was just brilliant! Filing another frivolous personal action against me, while hiding behind the company I created to 
shield you and pay for it, was perfect. The bylaws tyou created to keep me down actually force the company to indemnify me. There is 
no exception for directors. The company once again thanks you. There's no point in waiting any longer for you to completely ruin the 
company before your actions are brought to light. You will now be personally responsible for all the damagesyou've done to the 
company. Not to me, to the company. That means, when I win the very near copyright decision, which we all know I will, the company 
will be paying back all my legal expenses. And you will be paying the company back, for mine and its expenses. And soon, as you will 
see, your next move will decide if the company ever makes another dime. And for every debt the company gets into, guess who it's 
coming after for it? If you have about $1 M sitting around, this shouldn't worry you. I do. That 60% stock I gave you served me well. 
What a shame you don't pay distributions anymore. You're each on your own and you can't hide behind your majority vote anymore. 

I never wanted to hurt the company or the innocent employees who's lives you've risked on this needless attack. I once offered you 
$730,000 to give up your stock and leave. Now I'm offering you nothing but to save yourself from the massive damages that will soon 
be your personal responsibility to defend. You can't vote yourself out of this, the law will not allowStorix to indemnify you in a derivative 
action, and Storix attorneys cannot represent you. So welcome to the world you created for me a year and a half ago. 

Here's your one option. Get the fuck out. Give your stock back to the company, resign your board seat, terminate your employment. 
Leave with just what you gave me. Only then your name will be removed from the derivativeaction, giving you some hope of keeping 
your homes and perhaps finding other jobs. But once this is filed, all options are off the table. The damages I will be granted in the 
copyright case will transfer from the company to YOU. 

It really only takes one of you to take this offer. The others will make up for your share. I'm happy to take on the rest, and I'll offer you all 
the courtesy and compromise you offered me. There will be no settlement once this case is filed. NO, NEVER, NOTHING (I think those 
were your words). This is the only way to save the jobs of the other employees, but thenyou don't really care about that do you? That's 
why I copied a couple ofthem on this email. They should be the first to know you've sacrificed them for your own personal greed. 

But let's not stop there. Customers and business partners are innocent bystanders too, and I bet they'd all be interested in the story 
here... As it turns out I am fully within my legal rights at this stage of the litigation to send this email to anyone I feel might be affected by 
your poor choices. I take some liberties of explaining a bit more than I need to, and you can certainly sue me (haha), but I first 
challenge you to find a single detail in there I cannot prove beyond doubt. You're going to see this in an announcement letter, and every 
message board I can get to. Good luck finding another job. Sure, get your lawyers to threaten me. It worked so good before! 

10/6/15 

Dear Sir or Madam, 
This letter is to inform you that you may be in possession of unauthorized and infringing copies of Storix System Backup Administrator 
(SBAdmin). I am the author of the software, which is protected by US Copyright Registration No. TXu000988741, and expert testimony 
in the US Southern California District Court case No. 14-cv-1873 H (BLM) has indisputably determined that I am the owner, have never 
transferred, nor received any consideration for its license by Storix. 

I hold none of Storix' customers or business partners accountable, and you may continue using the current software, even if you 
received an infringing license after it was revoked. However, I must demand that you cease any further payment to Storix in relation to 
this software and refrain from downloading any further copies. 

I founded Storix in, Inc in 2003 to sell and support the software I had already been marketing since 1999. In 2011 I was diagnosed with 
terminal cancer and gifted 60% of the company shares to long term employees before taking my medical leave. Those shareholders 
then elected themselves as directors and officers of the corporation: 

David Huffman, President and CEO 
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Richard Turner, Director of Software Development 
Manuel Altamirano, Director of Sales and Marketing 
David Kinney, Director of Software Support 

No new programmers were hired, and the software has now seen little change in over 4 years. After an unlikely recovery, I returned to 
the company full time in 2013 to continue development of the software, working alone for 9 months on major enhancements to address 
known security vulnerabilities and increase the network security. After requesting that others assist in the final development and testing, 
I was harassed by my former employees until I left in May, 2014. 

After exhausting every effort to negotiate, the board was notified that I would assert my rights to the software if not given a position of 
control over its development. Instead, they chose to challenge my copyright. Using my remaining 40% stock, I took control of 2 board 
seats, but not before a 5th seat was added and occupied by David Smilkjovich, the new CEO and personal friend of Mr. Huffman. Every 
effort since to save the company, its employees and customers from the damages of this litigation has failed in a 3/2 vote. 

As Storix has been well aware since my departure, I continued development of the software, believing we would eventually work out our 
differences. I made no effort to disparage or compete with Storix in any way. Yet, as a decision in the copyright case grew near, they 
filed new action against me for unfair competition and breach of duty as a company director (San Diego County Superior Court No. 37-
2017-00028262-CU-BT-CTL). After I warned them in advance of this very notice, they requested, and were denied, a motion for 
temporary restraining order (San Diego US District Court Court No. 14-cv-1 873 H (BLM)). 

Although a plaintiff in the copyright case, I'm also a 40% shareholder and a director of the company, and am obligated to do everything 
possible to put an end to this nonsense before the company is lost. I would have preferred the customers and employees remain 
unaware of this needless battle, but the actions taken by these individuals to protect their majority positions have resulted in the 
company becoming unprofitable for the first time in its history. They will accept no personal responsibility or compromise, and are now 
turning to a new employee stock incentive program to cover their losses. This nonsense cannot continue. 

The security enhancements to the software have been completed, along with much more. Unfortunately, far too much damage has 
been done to me personally and financially to allow these greedy individuals to profit from my work any longer. Many of you I had 
worked with personally for many years, so it pains me to inform you that support for Storix SBAdmin will very likely end when a ruling is 
made on the copyright case at the end of the month. 

Whatever the eventual outcome, I sincerely hope to rebuild your trust as well as the thriving company and innovative product I once 
had. 

Best Regards, 
Anthony Johnson 
Author and Owner of Storix Backup Administrator 
Former President/CEO, Storix Inc. 
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From: David Huffman [maiIto:dhuffman©storix.com ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 08, 2015 8:46 AM 
To: 
Cc: Sullivan, Sean M. 
Subject: Re: Recent e-mail from Anthony Johnson regarding Storix SBAdmin 

Here is a contact your legal counsel can get in touch with. 

Sean Sullivan 
Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch LLP 
525 B Street, Suite 2200 
San Diego, CA 92101 
(619)-525-3859 
sean.sullivan@procopio.com  

Sorry about the confusion. Feel free to reach out to them and us for any concerns you have. 

David Huffman 
President/CEO 
Storix, Inc. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may 
contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you are not 
the intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in error, 
please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are 
not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this 
message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. 

On Oct 8, 2015, at 7:19 AM, 	 wrote: 

Mr. Huffman, 
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Thank you for providing an official response to Mr. Johnson's notice. Our corporate legal counsel may 
have a few brief questions for your legal counsel. Would you be able to provide contact information for 
your counsel? 

Regards, 

_._— -- 

From: David Huffman [ mailto:dhuffman@storix.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 6, 2015 8:38 PM 

To: 

Subject : Re: Recent e-mail from Anthony Johnson regarding Storix SBAdmin 

Dear Storix Customer, 

It has been brought to our attention that some of our customers recently received an e-mail from Anthony Johnson 
(flydiversd @gmail.com ) in which Mr. Johnson suggests that those customers may be in possession of unauthorized 
and infringing copies of Storix System Backup Administrator (SBAdmin). Mr. Johnson has not been employed at 
Storix, Inc. since mid-2014, and his recent email to our customers was sent without Storix, Inc.'s approval or 
authorization. If you received it, we apologize for any confusion his inappropriate comments might have caused. 

Importantly, Storix, Inc. strongly disagrees with Mr. Johnson's contentions. The company is actively working with 
legal counsel to obtain a judgment against Mr. Johnson with respect to his copyright allegations and to otherwise 
address his recent inappropriate behavior. Mr. Johnson's characterization as to the status of the pending litigation is 
inaccurate.and misleading. 

Again, we apologize for any confusion that Mr. Johnson's unauthorized email might have caused. Please disregard it 
and feel free to contact me directly if you wish to discuss this further. 

David Huffman 
President/CEO 
Storix, Inc. 
dhuffman(a~storix.com  
(619) 543-0200 ext. 8002 

Storix, Inc. 
9150 Chesapeake Drive 
Suite 290 
San Diego, CA 92123-1061 

Unsubscribe 

r 
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Chump at Storix, Inc. 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida I Computer Software 
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No new programmers were hired, and the software has now seen little change in over 4 years. After an 
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working alone for 9 months on major enhancements to address known security vulnerabilities. After ` Rich Turner 
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Storix Software 
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